
Chemistry 213      Objectives – Measurement Unit        Fall 2011 
                 
Textbook: Quantitative Chemical Analysis      Recommended 
Daniel C. Harris          Exercises  
     

1.   Know what is an analytical process. Know what are qualitative and quantitative 
analyses, system, sample, analyte and matrix. Explain each step of the chemical 
analytical process. Explain each of the sample prep and analysis steps for the 
analysis of chocolate described in Ch. 0. 

Chapter 0 
Questions 1, 2 

2.   Know the characteristics of a primary standard and secondary standards. 
Describe the process of making chemical standard solutions including 
specifically which lab apparatus/tools are used. Get used to calculations e.g. 
define the concentration units in molarity and ppm. 

 

Chapter 1  
Questions: 1, 2, 4, 
6, 10, 12, 23, 31, 
32, 34, 35 

3.  Describe three steps in the general wet chemical analysis procedure. Describe 
how a volumetric analysis follows those three steps. Define an indicator, know 
how it works and what its role is in a volumetric analysis. Know how back 
titrations work. 

Explain how a gravimetric analysis follows the three-step wet chemical analysis 
procedure. Know the definition of relative supersaturation. Understand the 
various ways to control precipitation.  

Be proficient in stoichiometry-based calculations. 
 
Know the sources of errors in wet lab analysis. 

Chapter 7 
Exercises: A, B, C 
Questions: 7, 10, 
11, 14, 15, 16 
 
Chapter 27 
Questions 2, 3, 5, 
6, 7, 10, 14, 21 

4. Define emission and absorption of light. Know what happens when a molecule 
absorbs light. Know various quantized energy levels of molecules - rotational, 
vibrational, and electronic.  

Describe the measurement of the absorbance (A) of a solution containing 
molecules or complexes that absorb light.  Know various components and 
designs of a Spectrophotometer. Know Beer’s Law.   

Make an absorbance calibration curve and determine its slope and intercept using 
a linear regression routine. Use the calibration curve and the unknown solution 
absorbance to calculate the concentration of the unknown solution. Determine 
the molar absorptivity, ε, given data from an absorbance calibration curve. 
Know various examples of spectrophotometric analyses and their use in 
modern chemistry.  

     Know atomic absorption spectroscopy and its basic difference from molecular 
spectroscopy. Define chemical and spectral interferences. Give an example of 
each in spectrometric analysis and describe how to reduce its effect.  

 

Chapter 18 
Exercises: A, B, E 
Questions: 3, 4, 10 
 
 
 

 


